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SEM–1™ Sensor Expansion Module
We Manage Heat ®

Description

Indicator LED

Monitor remote weather-event detection sensors
for radiant heat snow and ice management systems
with the SEM–1™ Sensor Expansion Module. The
size of an ordinary light switch, it introduces fuses
and conveniently-located activity indicator lights for
up to two sensors.
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Why is this helpful?
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Properly installed systems place sensors where
they’ll do the best job at detecting temperature or
moisture. Once installed, however, those sensors
are likely to be located out of sight. Situated
between sensors and controller, the SEM–1 is
technology the property manager uses to identify
a sensor, to confirm its operation and to note its
weather-event activation.
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Sensor 1 indicates snow or ice
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Sensor 2 indicates snow or ice
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Which sensor is which?

The SEM–1’s three green “POWER” LEDs
indicate power is arriving from the heater controller
to the SEM–1 (1 in illustration) and is going to each
sensor channel (2, 3).
Consider the rare occasion where one sensor
of a pair (perhaps a CIT–1 and GIT–1) may not
be operating properly. In this situation, the entire
system is compromised and both sensors require
troubleshooting. Using the SEM–1, if one sensor
fails, it is identified and the remainder of the system
continues to operate normally while inspection and/
or repairs are made to the troubled unit.

Are the sensors working?

Each connected sensor has its weather-event
activity indicator light, a yellow LED identified as
“SNOW” beneath its “POWER” indicator light.
ETI heater controllers typically have a single
light indicating a snow condition: any sensor may
be giving that command. Deciding which one can
be challenging. The SEM–1 identifies sensors and
their activity even when they are not within the line
of sight of their controller.

Sensor Identification Labels

The SEM–1 includes a set of six (6) Sensor Identification Labels. Place one
on the faceplate beneath the “SNOW” indicator—over the internal magnetic
switch—to a connected sensor for quick recognition of the type of sensor
connected to that channel.
Loosely: the blue snowflake label may be used to indicate an aerial sensor
connection; the green tile label, roof or gutter sensor; the red sun label, surface
or pavement sensor.



The SEM–1 has ample room on the front panel
for stickers (included, p/n 24999) or other custom
marking to quickly identify which channel goes to
which sensor. For example, the lights on the left
may be the pavement sensor while the lights on
the right are connected to the aerial snow sensor.

Effective system testing

An internal magnetic switch allows you to
simulate a sensor snow event signal. This is helpful
for general troubleshooting or verifying the proper
operation of a heater controller.

Safety
Make all electrical connections in compliance with the National
Electrical Code (NFPA 70) and local electrical code. If you have
questions concerning the installation or application, contact
Customer Service.

Abnormal Odor or Smoke

In the event of smoke or a burning or abnormal odor, immediately
interrupt power to the unit by disconnecting the unit or by turning
off the circuit breaker protecting the unit.

Electrical Shock / Fire Hazard
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The SEM – 1 displays the signal outputs of
both attached sensors. It is easy to see that each
sensor is turning ON and OFF across a wide range
of weather conditions. Each sensor’s yellow LED
indicator lamp reports its connected sensor’s
weather event activation.
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Any installation involving electric heater wiring must be grounded
to earth to protect against shock and fire hazard. Suitable ground
fault detection and interrupting systems must be in use at all times
to reduce shock and fire hazard and to protect equipment.
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USER SENSOR ID LABELS

Additional Information

SUPPLY

Peel the label from the included
User Sensor ID Labels sheet
and place on the faceplate
over the internal magnetic switch
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More information is made available regularly through networketi.com, our
website. Please visit us online for data sheets, manuals, White Papers, technical
articles and more. The most current version of this and every other manual for
our products can be found in Acrobat (PDF) format to view online or to print.
This is to assist you in installing and using our products to the best effect
possible. Please contact us if you have any comments about this or any other
product from Environmental Technology, Inc.

http://www.networketi.com

Environmental Technology Inc.

Model SEM–1

Installation
Connections

Mounting

1. Remove all power. See Safety information
above.
2. 3-Block Terminal accepts wires from controller
(C–Series, EUR–5A, Pro Series) to SEM–1. Red
Wire is +24 Volts; White Wire is the signal from
sensor/s to controller; Black Wire is ground.
3. 6-Block Terminal is effectively a pair of sensor
connection 3-block terminals. The label on the
block terminal identifies which sensor is being
monitored through which connection (“1” or
“2”). Each sensor (“1” or “2”) has the same
Red, White, Black wire connections as noted
above: Red Wire is +24 Volts; White Wire is
the signal from sensor(s) to controller; Black
Wire is ground. (Note: some Environmental
Technology SIT sensors use blue wire instead
of white.)
4. On power-up, the three green LED indicators
should illuminate. If not, see “Troubleshooting”
section. Note: depending on the sensor, its
yellow LED on the SEM–1 may illuminate
during the sensor’s power-up self-test.

Mounting screws are included with the SEM–1
for installation into a user-supplied single-gang box
(follow manufacturer’s installation instructions).
Considerations
• There is a limit on the distance from a
controller to the SEM–1 and then to the sensor.
The total length from one end of the signal
chain to the other should not exceed 1000'
using 18 AWG wire or 2000' using 12 AWG
wire.
• SEM–1 should be mounted where facility
management teams can easily observe status
LEDs.
• SEM–1 can be placed wherever an outlet or
light switch can be.
• Since the SEM–1 is not specifically weathertight (that is, it is an indoor-use accessory), it
likely should be installed next to the control
box. However, it may be helpful to have
the sensor indication closer to the sensor
installation rather than the control box in
circumstances where the sensor utility closet
is “opposite” the control utility closet.

Magnetic Switch

The SEM–1 module includes a pair of internal
magnetic reed switches used to simulate weather
events for each sensor channel.
Placing a magnet to the left or right of the bottom
green “SUPPLY” LED activates the circuit which
responds by turning on the yellow “SNOW” LED and
sending a snow signal to the controller.
The user:
• quickly taps a magnet externally
in front of the switch
• The sensor channel’s yellow LED
should illuminate
• “HEAT” indicator lamp on controller
should illuminate also
• If tap is not quick enough, the magnetic
switch initiates the controller’s manual
heater operation.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Green lights lit,
but no yellow lights during test
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6-Block
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TESTING

Wire Connect
Sensor 1

The following methods address unlikely situations which may occur.

No lights

• Turn on power to controller
• Check POWER connection
• RED and BLACK wires from controller may be
touching; fuse in controller is blown
• Call ETI

• Try larger/stronger magnet over switch
• Call ETI

Be certain to follow sensor and controller testing
protocols to confirm yellow LED indicator lamp
illuminates.

Two of three green lights lit

• Check the SEM–1 fuse for the dark indicator’s
sensor; replace as needed
• If new fuse blows immediately, check for
shorts downstream to that channel’s sensor
• If not the fuse, call ETI

Wire Connect
Sensor 2
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DISCLAIMER

Environmental Technology, Inc. makes no representations or warranties, either
expressed or implied, with respect to the contents of this publication or the
products that it describes, and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. Environmental Technology,
Inc. reserves the right to revise this publication, and to make changes and
improvements to the products described in this publication, without the obligation
of Environmental Technology, Inc. to notify any person or organization of such
revisions, changes or improvements.

Contact Environmental Technology, Inc.

For assistance, contact Customer Service. Office hours are
from 8:00 AM until 5:00 PM ET.
Voice
Fax
E-mail
Mail

(800) 234-4239 (USA and Canada) or +1 574 233-1002
(888) 234-4238 (USA and Canada) or +1 574 233-2152
info@networketi.com
Environmental Technology, 1850 N Sheridan St, South Bend IN 46628

The ETI logo, Snow Switch, Tracon, We Manage Heat, APS, RCU, CIT, GIT, SIT are registered trademarks of Environmental Technology, Inc. Copyright © 2014 Environmental Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in USA.
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